Grand Bethel Programs
Visitation/Ritual:
This program is meant to increase the travel and ritual performance for all daughters.
1.

Rules:
a. To enter this contest, a daughter must say a memorized charge (station and
duty) to the Director of Epochs or Bethel Guardian of a Bethel that is not her
own at an event of that Bethel. The adult will fill out the daughter’s form (forms
available in the fall). We are looking for effort, not perfection.
b. At the end of the term the daughter will scan her form and email it to me (or
mail it).
c. A daughter can do up to 19 stations for the year-each station no more than once.
d. Each signature in a given term must be from a different Bethel, but a daughter
is allowed to say another charge at the same Bethel in the next term.
e. At the end of the term, the daughter with the most signatures, will be
recognized.

Social Media:
This Program is meant to increase the visibility of Job’s Daughters to the public, especially the
friends of our daughters.
1.

Rules:
a. Daughters will be encouraged to post about Job’s Daughters on any or all of
their social media pages during the 2017-18 year.
b. The posts must be about a Job’s Daughter's function and must present Job’s
Daughters in a favorable light. Posts with pictures are preferable.
c. All posts must use the hashtag #oregonjobsdaughters.

d. At the end of each month the number of posts will be tallied and the top three
people with posts will be announced in my monthly letters. At the end of each
term, the posts will be tallied and the daughter with the most posts will be
recognized. At the end of the year a prize will be given to the daughter with

the most posts.
I understand that not all daughters will be able to participate in either or both of these
programs, so participation is not required. I can only encourage participation for those
who can. I think that they will be fun, that they will better connect us with each other,
and that they will help make us more visible in a good way.

If you have any questions you can call, text, or email me at
(503) 689-4535

ORGBHQ17.18@gmail.com

